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as possible out of this abandoned wilderness. But I was
determined to resist any such tendency with all my vigour.
For many days now I had endured the constant and inevitable
friction engendered by the struggle between the insistent
urge of my own fixed and unalterable purpose and the solid
weight of the innate national inertia thrown into the balance
against me by the united body of my companions. Their
passive resistance had to be resisted at all costs. Surrender
to it would mean failure, but the victory had to be won by a
slow process of attrition, and I comforted myself with the
reflection that in a month or so at most they would all forget
their present woes in the satisfied contemplation of the
earnings of their travail. Step by step we had progressed
ever away from their home fires, but each step had been
achieved only by the smallest margin as the momentum of
a purposeful mind triumphed at each stage over the inert
mass ever ready to recoil from any arduous objective.
After dinner that evening I summoned Farraj to receive
his reward and encouraged his petty soul to think of the
further guerdons to be won by further service. Then I was
free to attend to Zayid and *Ali, who came to my tent to
discuss our plans for the future. I began well by making
each of them an unexpected present of 30 pieces of silver for
their recent exertions. Look you, I said, all these last days
we have marched but little and the camels are rested. Time
is short and I would get to the south without delay, that we
may turn back through the Oryx country to Wadi Dawasir
and thence home to Mecca for the pilgrimage, to which there
are but two months from now. So let us march well to
Shanna—the country is empty before us and we have nought
to fear—and then we can decide whither to direct our march.
Maybe we can leave our camp there and go down southward
with only a small party. But let us start early on the mor-
row. They had probably agreed among themselves not to
go beyond Shanna on any account but did not attempt to
argue that point now. The immediate objective was enough
to agree upon, and the matter was settled in the most amic-
able manner.
A load of anxiety was thus removed from my mind and I

